A21
Humanity
ends where

slavery
begins.

Report.
Decide how you want to approach the campaign. What is the target market, what is the situation and focus?.
The target market is the norwegian comunity as a whole to spread awareness about something still happening in the world
to date.
Adopt idea development techniques.
Thinking about norwegian export and import, i knew that black metal is one of the biggest music exports Norway offers.
I wanted to implement this in the poster somehow.Grainy, dark and moody. I also wanted the text to be minimalistic but
very visible on the poster.Along with a slogan that reflected the issue without over explaining it.
Focus on the idea so you have an awareness of how to take the pictures.
Planning the photoshoot took some time as finding a good spot as well as making everything work with the model i
wanted for the shoot. The shoot was done in the evening and it was already rather dark when we began.
It was also 5 degrees below zero (Celsius), but we made it work and had fun during the shoot.
Almost to the point where i could not get a picture without the model smiling too much.
Envision the composition the finished photos as well as any other visual elements on the poster.
At first i envisioned a container reflected in the models face with an overlay of sorts but this did not work out as intended
and looked strange to me and in the end i decided to drop that idea.
I was also pondering the possibility of the model having his hair in his face in some of the images as i already knew what
my model would look like, this worked out rather well in the end result after i edited the images and decided upon a
photo to use
Take test shots
I took alot of test shots in the beginning of the shoot to figure out my camera settings. I had to use a longer exposure than
planned to get a good image. I was not focusing too much on it being super sharp as i wanted the image to have some grit
or blur, but finding a balance between the idea and the image was key. I also knew i had to work out the white balance i
post as the images where very yellow due to the light conditions.

Work with illustration and typography together with editing the images.
Planning the typography was done during my work flow. I wanted some contrast and a simplistic but clear message, i also
wanted it to have some extra punch to it to contrast and hopefully bring forward the message. I ended up using Red to
emphasize some of the wording along with 2 typekits, “Los Feliz OT” and “Ro Brush std”.

